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ORIGINAL PAPER
A Metamaterial-Plasmonic Scheme Based on a Random
Metallic Network for Controlling Thermal Emission
Jiantao Kong, Tianyi Sun, Feng Cao, Yang Li, Jiming Bao, Jinwei Gao, Xin Wang,
Guofu Zhou, Chuanfei Guo, Zhifeng Ren, and Krzysztof Kempa*
Herein, it is demonstrated by calculations, simulations, and experiments that a class
of random three-layer structures, each consisting of an insulator layer sandwiched
between a continuous metallic film on one side and a randomly perforated metallic
film on the other, strongly absorb electromagnetic radiation in a narrow band of
frequencies (centered around 1μm wavelength) and are highly reflecting for
frequencies below this band. This response is shown to be similar to that of the
periodic analogues of these structures, and so is the main physics: metamaterial
plasmonics. It had been shown that the absorbance spectrum with these character-
istics is beneficial for high efficiency thermal photovoltaic devices, and thus a random
three-layer structure from this class is proposed, based on high temperature resistant
materials (W and HfO2), to be used as such a window filter of these devices.
1. Introduction
High efficiency thermal photovoltaic (TPV) devices rely on shaping
the emission spectrum of the employed absorber-emitter, to match
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the spectral response of a photovoltaic (PV)
detector.[1] This can be most efficiently
achieved with photonic crystals[2] and meta-
materials.[3] Such emission-shaping struc-
tures can be used as window filters, placed
in-between the absorber-emitter and a PV
detector. The basic problem is that absorber-
emitters operate at very high temperature
(T> 100 �C), which limits the range of
possible structures and materials for the
filters. Recently, ametamaterial,metal-insula-
tor window filter design was proposed,
consisting of a superlattice of alternating
layers of tungsten and hafnium dioxide.[4] It
was demonstrated that this design is optimal
for a class ofTPVwindowfilters, andprovided
control of the thermal emission through an engineered effective
dielectricresponsefunctionof thesuperlattice,withminimalangular
dependency, and strong suppression of the thermal emission in the
near-infrared (IR) spectrum, crucial for high performance TPV.[4]

Here,weproposeadifferentmetamaterialwindowfilterdesign,
based on a structure consisting of only three layers: continuous
metallic, continuous insulating, and the randomly perforated
metallic. This random MIM (metal-insulator-metal) structure has
been inspired by the studies, which demonstrated that a periodic
analogue of this structure can function as a metamaterial
superabsorber,[5–7] with tunable (by geometry) absorption spec-
trum. We demonstrate by simulations and experiment, that this
structure canhave a very similar response to that of thesuperlattice
design of ref. [4], with strong absorption suppression in the near
IR,andsmall angulardependency.Wealsoshowthat this structure
can be based on W and HfO2, and thus it can work at very high
temperatures encountered during the TPV operation.

It has been shown by detailed effective medium analysis, and
confirmedbysimulations thatperiodicMIMstructurescanstrongly
suppress reflection of electromagnetic waves.[5–10] In ref. [5] this
superabsorbance was due to perfect impedance matching of the
structure to the vacuum impedance (mechanism 1). In ref. [6] the
plasmonic coupling between the perforated and the continuous
layers was identified as the reason for the reflectance suppression
(mechanism2).Thedetailedanalysis inref. [7] showedthat itwas the
magnetic plasmonic resonance due to induced current loops
between the perforated and the continuous layers, which sup-
pressed the reflection. It was also shown that a broad-band
reflectance suppression was achieved in perforated films with an
inherently broad-band response, such as the checkerboard
structure.[11] This lead to a proposal for a solar photovoltaic (PV)
cell, which implemented the checkerboard structure, and allowed
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for ultra-thin PV absorbers.[7,12] Since the basic properties of the
periodicMIMstructuresweredescribablewith aneffectivemedium
model,[7] similar response (and underlying physics) is expected for
randomMIMstructures, since the detailed in-plane structure of the
layers is largely irrelevant: the effectivemedium approach assumes
that the geometric details of the structures have dimensions much
smaller than the radiation wavelength.

In this work we proceed as follows. We start by employing the
effective medium picture to make a rough design of random
MIM structures with spectral response similar to that in ref. [4].
Typically, this design requires refinement, if the conditions
required by the effective medium picture are not satisfied. We
have developed an extension of this approximation, the
coherency model, and have shown its validity. After the
preliminary structure design with the effective medium models
(including the coherency model) is completed, we perform
FDTD simulations to confirm the design. Finally, the designed
structures are grown and their response measured.
2. Theoretical Models, Experimental Results
and Discussions
The conventional effective medium model, such as the
Maxwell-Garnett model, employs the long wavelength limit,
Figure 1. Structure and response spectra of random MIM structures. a) S
perforated metallic film of a designed structure. The pattern from the are
outlined by a dashed rectangle was copied as a unit cell of periodically exten
structure used in calculations (p¼ 0.3) and simulation (shown immediate
fragment of this structure has beenmagnified to show the vertical layout. b) A
of this structure (Note that transmission of such MIM structure is zero).
effective medium estimate based on the long wavelength model (red-dashe
model (thin-blue line) and the FDTD simulation (thin-red line). The thick-bla
the experimental result. The inset: Absorbance spectra of two random Au–SiO
for two insulator thicknesses: 236 nm (blue lines) and 188 nm (red l
(experiment); thin lines (coherency model). c) Magnitude of the electric fi
section through a single line of the MIM structure at an instant of time,
incoming radiation wavelength marked A–C in (b). In each panel, the plane
vertically from the top to bottom, and the black lines represent edges of the
insulator and the bottom metal. The field magnitude is color encoded, with
the middle panel B, with zero (blue) and maximum (red).
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i.e., assumes that the average perforation dimension ξ is much
smaller than the radiation wavelength λ. Since our aim is to
develop easily manufacturable random MIM structures, with
feature dimensions of the order of microns, i.e., comparable to
the wavelength corresponding to the superabsorption peak
(λ� 1 μm), the condition for the effective medium approxima-
tion is violated. In order to correct for this, we develop here a
phenomenological extension of the effective medium approxi-
mation into the intermediate parameter region (ξ� λ). This
extension provides a simple, approximate formula for the
reflectance of radiation from a random or periodic MIM
structure, valid for ξ� λ (see Supporting Information for
details).

R λð Þ � p 1� e�
ξ
λ

� �
rMS λð Þ þ 1� pð Þ 1� e�

ξ
λ

� �
rP λð Þ þ e�

ξ
λrEM λð Þ

���
���
2

ð1Þ

where rMS(λ) is theFresnel reflection coefficient from the structure
without perforations (continuous metallic film), and rP(λ) is the
Fresnel reflection coefficient from the structure without the
perforatedmetalfilm. rEM(λ) is the reflection coefficient given by a
Maxwell-Garnett model. Since in Equation (1) the complex
reflection coefficients are weighted before the total reflectance
EM image of the
a of this structure
ded pattern of the
ly to the right). A
bsorbance spectra
The conventional
d line), coherency
ck line represents

2 MIM structures,
ines); thick lines
eld along a cross-
at three different
wave propagates
metallic line, the

the scale shown in
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R(λ) is calculated, this procedure accounts
phenomenologically for averaged coherence
effects between the scattered electromagnetic
waves; thus the coherencymodel. Theweighting
procedure uses an exponential factor e�

ξ
λ, in

view of the twomain, dimensional scales ξ and
λ available, and the general form of the
evanescent waves at flat metallic surfaces. As
expected, for ξ� λ Equation (1) reduces to the
simple effective medium result
R λð Þ � rEM λð Þj j2. We have checked, by com-
parison with FDTD simulations and experi-
ment that Equation (1) works well, providing a
qualitative estimate of the reflectance across
the intermediate region.

Figure 1(a) shows the procedure used to
define the MIM structure for calculations and
simulations. The SEM image of the designed
structure is used to extract the random
pattern of the perforated layer. The pattern
in the region outlined by a dashed rectangle
in the image has been copied, and used as a
unit cell in calculations and simulations. The
specific structure shown in Figure 1(a)
consists of a 35 nm thick, randomly perfo-
rated metallic film (Ag), deposited on a Ag
substrate, coated with a 50 nm thick dielectric
film (aSi). Sample preparation details can be
found in the Supporting Information, as well
as in refs. [13–15].

Figure 1(b) shows the absorbance spectraof
this structure obtained with different calcu-
lations, simulations, and experiment. The red-
dashed line in the main panel represents the
conventional effective medium estimate
2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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(basedon the longwavelengthmodel),whichasdiscussedabove is
not reliable in the large frequency range due to (ξ� λ). The thin-
solid (blue) line represents the coherency model, approximately
valid in this range, and the thin-solid (red) line is the FDTD
simulation, obtained by employing the CST software (Computer
Simulation Technology Microwave Studio).[16] Unlike periodic
structures, where a small unit cell can be assigned to simplify
the calculation, simulations for random structures often require
averaging procedures over multiple runs and on multiple areal
sections, which often takes days of computation time in
conventional FDTD methods. Improved, efficient FDTD codes
for random systems have been developed.[17] On the other hand,
simplified, much faster model calculations, have been shown to
work well.[18] Our coherency model belongs to this class. Similar
model solution to nonlocality problems, characterized by very
computer intensive ab initio codes,[19,20] has been proposed, and
shown to work well.[21]

The thick-solid line represents the measured spectrum on
a sample grown according to the design. The agreement
between the coherency model result, simulations, and the
experiment is good; there are two pronounced maxima of
absorbance (at 500 and 1000 nm), and a long tail of small
absorbance for longer wavelengths, extending deep into the
infrared range. We have verified by varying the geometric
parameters in computation and simulation, that the mecha-
nism 1, i.e., the near perfect impedance matching of the
structure to the vacuum impedance, is responsible for the
peak at the 1000 nm wavelength. In turn, it is the plasmonic
coupling between the perforated and the continuous layer
(mechanism 2) that is responsible for the peak at 500 nm.
This is further confirmed by simulations of the magnitude of
the electric field shown in Figure 1(c). The field is plotted
along a cross-section through a single line of the MIM
Figure 2. a) Color maps of the absorbance for various structural pa
Au–SiO2-based random MIM structures. Horizontal dashed lines correspo
choices used in generating curves shown in the inset of Figure 1(b). b) Co
spectral response of two TPV window filters, both based on W and HfO2. Das
superlattice structure of ref. [4]. Inset shows a sketch of this structure. Th
represents the coherency model calculation for the randomMIM structure. Th
inset shows a sketch of the random structure. The structure parameters are
thickness of HfO2, 35 nm W thickness.
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structure, for three different incoming radiation wavelength
marked A–C in Figure 1(b). The field magnitude is color
encoded, with the scale shown in the middle panel B, with
zero (blue) and maximum (red). The maximum of the
incoming wave magnitude is encoded green. Clearly at point
A (peak at 500 nm) there is a large concentration of electric
field in the insulator, with clear plasmonic activity in the
metallic films. The corresponding movie (see Supporting
Information) of the simulation of the incoming wave in this
case, shows lack of standing wave, thus low reflection. This
confirms the mechanism 2. The green color in the insulator
at point C (1000 nm wavelength), demonstrates good
penetration of field into MIM structure, but without
plasmonic activity. This is consistent, and confirms the
impedance matching scenario of mechanism 1, further
confirmed by lack of standing wave formation outside the
structure in the movie (see Supporting Information). Finally
at point B, corresponding to the deep minimum at 800 nm,
the penetration is suppressed (light blue color in the
insulator), which leads to large reflection, further confirmed
by standing wave formation in corresponding move (see
Supporting Information).

The inset in Figure 1(b) shows absorbance spectra of two
random MIM structures, similar to that in the main panel, but
with metal changed to Au, and the insulator to SiO2, for two
dielectric thicknesses: 236 nm (blue color lines) and 188 nm (red
color lines). Thick lines represent corresponding experimental
results, and thin lines result from the coherency model. The
spectra for these samples are almost identical to those shown in
Figure 1(a) apart from small shifts, and again the coherency
model represents the spectra very well.

Figure 2(a) shows spectral color maps of the absorbance for
various structural parameters of these Au–SiO2-based random
rameters of the
nd to parameter
mparison of the
hed line is for the
e thick-solid line
e corresponding
p¼ 0.5, 110 nm

3 of 4)
MIM structures. Clearly, there is little sensi-
tivity of the absorbance to variations of the
metal film thickness, and the incident angle.
On the other hand, there is strong dependency
of the spectra on the insulator thickness, and
the metal coverage p of the perforated
structure. This confirms the plasmonic/meta-
material interpretation of the basic physics
clearly identified in the earlier studies of
periodic MIM structures,[6–10] and expected
here as a result of the insensitivity of the
coherency model to the specifics of the
perforated film geometry. Overall, the main
spectral features of the absorbance are similar
to those in periodic MIM analogues of our
structures.[22]

Figure 2(b) shows comparison of the
measured absorbance spectra of the TPV
metamaterial window filter design proposed
in ref. [4], and coherency model calculated
spectra of our W-HfO2-based random MIM
structure. The spectra overlap very well,
suggesting that our structure could perform
as a high performance TPV window filter. In
fact, spectrum of our structure is even better
suited for this application, since the most
© 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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important for the TPV application is the absorbance in a narrow
band at λ �1 μm; the absorbance for shorter wavelengths is of
secondary importance. Using W and HfO2 assures high
temperature operation of our structure.
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied in detail randomMIM structures
using calculations, simulations, and experiment. We have
extended the conventional effective medium model by account-
ing phenomenologically for the wave coherence between
scattered fields, and demonstrated its almost quantitative power
in predicting the response spectra of the MIM structures. Using
this coherency model, we showed that like for the periodic
analogues of these structures the metamaterial plasmonics
represents the basic physics, and it is behind the observed
spectral features. We have also identified parameter ranges
relevant for the structure design. Finally, we noticed that the
characteristic spectral response of our structures is beneficial for
high efficiency thermal photovoltaic devices, and thus we
proposed a modification of our structure, by maximizing the
peak absorbance and by switching to high-temperature resistant
materials (W and HfO2), so that it can be used as a TPV window
filter for such devices.
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